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MIYAZAKI: "THE WORLD'S GREATEST LIVING ANIMATOR".
i
 

 

 

The works of renowned Japanese animist Hayao Miyazaki (Guardian, Nausicaa) are of great significance to 

educators. This essay considers their underlying values and the Asian culture in which they are steeped. It 

suggests that the bedrock of Miyazaki’s creations comes from an incomparable respect for simple, timeless 

values which suffuse his films and are conveyed by pivotal characters. Presented in mesmerizing, magical, 

mystical ways, presented within rational if self-referential frameworks, these values are the mainsprings and 

the key to engagement. 

 

Miyazaki’s works are layered by his deconstruction of traditions. Infinite interpretations are possible but 

unambiguous political messages also abound.  Messages however, are so elaborately housed as to make 

didacticism untenable and thinking a requirement.  

 

Miyazaki compels a sensory and rational engagement with traditional or modern ideas whether they are his 

own essential tenets or not, whether they are obscure or clear but the timelessness of underlying values 

provides the warmth and emotional security to think, to feel or as Miyazaki might say, to fly- even if the love 

is not without its loss or burdens.  

 

*** 

Anime and western animation cross-fertilise but anime is a Japanese cultural entity, a globalised product and 

a new art form. It covers all genres and includes works of adult orientation.  It is an economic, artistic success 
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in Japan and a growing success elsewhere. Anime bridges the worlds of popular and high culture. (Napier, 

2005, 3-14) Miyazaki’s works remain the hand-drawn pictures of his beginnings but although CGI is used 

sparingly it is used to great effect
 
and cel production eliminates much in-between background work. 

Production values such as long shots, close shots and infinite perspectives are a feature of Miyazaki’s anime 

as are emotional tones conveyed through endless adjustments to the scenery and expressions. (Napier pp15-

39, Cavallaro 2007, pp5-21) 

 

Academic courses have often deconstructed the sociology of pop animation eg Disney (University of 

California) but Miyazaki’s works are themselves deconstructions of exceptional quality. Culture, history, 

geography and art- are all given a Miyazaki touch and if his ‘semiotic density’ is sometimes staggering, the 

challenges are met by many scholarly and popular writers.  

 

 *** 

 

Miyazaki was born in 1941 so grew up in the post WW2 reconstruction of Japan. His father was the director 

of his brother’s factory which made parts for the Japanese air fleet and the young Miyazaki developed a 

powerful interest in flying machines. Miyazaki’s mother was a questioning reader and an artist became very 

ill involving many hospital stays. Frequent house moves meant Miyazaki was exposed to different attitudes 

in a period of much soul searching and he developed strong opinions against war, for labour and for the 

environment. He is an erudite scholar, a tireless worker and an artist of distinction. Miyazaki’s exposure to 

the destructive power of human beings was undoubtedly of primary importance in developing major views. 

(Cavallaro, 2006 p29, Nausicaa, Internet Movie Database)  
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*** 

 

Miyazaki’s works may be grounded in strong values but so are those of cops and robbers. Miyazaki promotes 

the empowerment of women, the need for goodness and balance, a non-judgemental attitude, kindness and 

the necessity of a loving ‘family’. Aesthetic nourishment is another vital component and strong, independent 

thought is the goal as well as an indication of balance. The values are progressive but it is the intellectual, 

sensory or humorous context which makes the difference. Snow White does the loving clean up for the 7 

dwarfs. Sophie, (Howl's Moving Castle) Chihiro (Spirited Away) and Princess Sheeta (Laputa: Castle in the 

Sky) also do loving cleanups but the context forces a reappraisal of old tales. One writer (Callis p95) 

discusses the Shinto of Miyazaki values but no classification would be adequate. It is certainly true that in 

Miyazaki’s world, there are no cops and robbers because all characters are so complex as to make such 

categories unusable. 

 

*** 

 

In Princess Mononoke (Miyazaki), the main issues are mining and/or progress.  Forests are a fundamental 

value in traditional Japan and while Christians believe that only humans have a soul, Shinto gives natural 

forces a spiritual being. (BBC) Miyazaki’s anime forest is of heart-stopping beauty and its destruction is 

chilling. These issues provide the entrée to other layers. 

 

 ‘Princess Mononoke’ (the term is a slight) is simultaneously a forest creature and human. She has mystical 

connections and a powerful mind and heart which is used in her unceasing fight to defend the forest’s 
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existence. San is an example of the shōjo (young girl) preoccupation of Miyazaki, anime and Japan where 

gender roles receive much focus in contemporary culture. (Napier, 2005, 117-151) 

 

San is opposed by Lady Eboshi who is similarly untraditional. Lady Eboshi is now an independent mining 

producer and an authentic, attractive presence. These women represent opposing views but both represent a 

Miyazaki core value. Whether shōjo or ex courtesan, strong women create dynamic societies.  

 

*** 

 

Princess Mononoke begins with a hero’s journey to the source of evil. Ashitaka is a young prince of an 

isolated and remnant civilisation in a medieval Japanese village. He kills a wild boar god, Nago but is cursed 

by the demon touch and forced to forsake his supportive village to find the origin of the curse- a new 

ironworks far to the west.  

 

It is here that Ashitaka finds Lady Eboshi whose iron weapons seem to require the destruction of ancient 

forest gods/animals/spirits and forest trees. He also finds San, Lady Eboshi's opposing principle. San has 

been brought up by the wolf gods and Ashitaka is attracted from his first encounter.  

 

Both Lady Eboshi and San represent large complex forces. Is human behaviour as represented by Lady 

Eboshi shameful or civilised? Does San have the moral righteousness of say, a freedom fighter or does she, 

‘epitomise assault destruction and unstoppable rage’ (Napier, 241) does Lady Eboshi’s Tatara (the iron 

fortress) represent a ‘utopian refuge for outcast women and people with incurable diseases’ (Napier, 235) or a 

creditable means to a discreditable end?  
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If viewed positively, Lady Eboshi represents the power of humankind and progress while San who is 

‘possessed of the fearsome spirits of nature’ (Napier, 235) and lives only to destroy human civilization is ‘a 

terrifying Other, a creature of supernatural forces totally outside the realm of the human’ who possesses ‘a 

wild and assaultive body.’ (Napier 245) This view of San is supported by images such as the blood on San’s 

face, claims of supernatural fighting skills and her asexuality. Other writers have more sympathy for San. 

(Cavallaro, 2006, p123) 

 

To describe San as the terrifyingly ‘Other’ creates difficulties. San does have blood on her face where it 

remains for some time but the cause was an act of quick intelligent love when she sucked poison from her 

wolf mother- a scene which all viewers saw. She is asexual but she is also young and inexperienced. Visual 

links to pre-modern archetypes of ferocious femininity, shamanesses etc. are not inevitable. The trappings of 

modern and often tawdry sexuality are always avoided by Miyazaki. Nonetheless, an intimation of San’s 

incipient sexuality may be intended in the portrayal of San’s hatred of Lady Eboshi who by contrast is a very 

sophisticated and mature woman with a melodious voice.  

 

San is an extraordinary fighter but not more so than the many young Asian males of popular films who also 

feature adroit and supernatural looking manoeuvres but San’s blooded face is a confusing image. A bit like a 

cannibal crossed with a dirty child, there is a trace of dysfunctional sadness at a devastating personal world. 

San has been abandoned by one mother and fears the loss of another. The story is about powerful women but 

another eternal truth reflected in both San and Lady Eboshi is that power and balance comes from loving 

‘families’ and while both have adopted families, both may have been abandoned.  
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If Miyazaki affirms the strength and importance of major females and their families, the text’s political 

affiliation is less clear. For all Lady Eboshi’s attractiveness and relative humanity, San seems more 

endearing. Lady Eboshi has humanity but some may not quite forget the initial scenes where Lady Eboshi 

would have allowed her workers to drown. San is a confused adolescent struggling with powerful issues but 

her ethics are founded in love. The judgement is left subjective- till one considers Ashitaka.  

 

Ashitaka is the message and the messenger of this film. 

 

Ashitaks is the foil for events and characters. Ashitaka’s action in killing Nago, the god beast, begins his 

personal journey and the curse driven plot. The characters whether human or not, are not secondary to 

Ashitaka. In Miyazaki’s eyes, all characters have legitimate viewpoints but Ashitaka has pure integrity and 

his are the eyes committed to impartial and compassionate justice. Ashitaka represents balance. He is 

attracted to San but saves Lady Eboshi and the forest. 

 

One reviewer (Hunter 1999) describes Ashitaka as having “a face so bland it belongs in an animated cereal 

commercial”. Western culture often regards unadulterated goodness as anodyne. Neo-noir films such as 

Chinatown consider issues of technological change but their heroes are usually conflicted whereas 

Miyazaki’s Ashitaka is not. The demon is inside him and its writhing snakes represent a clutch on his arm but 

while demonic powers must be curbed, Ashitaka’s conflicts are those of that world. There is no poison in his 

mind: his path of goodness is clear- and to some degree, tragic. 

 

Miyazaki is Japanese and has no reason to accept the fallen hero and redemption themes integral to 

Christianity and original sin. Shinto, Buddhism and Confucianism are not based on original sin and the 
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persistent western portrayal of flawed heroes may need some revision. Atticus in ‘To Kill a Mocking Bird’ 

has an inexhaustible seam of integrity and his character has resounded through the decades.  

 

Ashitaka is the Miyazaki representative of timeless values such as compassion and balance. Ashitaka’s evil 

curse is part of the human condition but curses do not have to deter you from a path of honour. Love is based 

on mutual respect. Ashitaka does not even consider pressing San into a fixed relationship. She is hostile to 

humans and he will visit. It is not all but it is something. Ashitaka is a prince. One expects princes to do the 

right thing in medieval tales and Ashitaka doesn’t fail. 

 

*** 

War is the obvious issue in Howl's Moving Castle but war has no credible defendants.  The pivotal character 

is Sophie- a conscientious, talented 18 year old milliner. The setting pays tributes to 19
th

 century Europe and 

trams drift through beautiful European and Welsh landscapes that would be sublime if not for the fantastical 

flying war machines- and Howl’s castle. Castles represent power, wealth, safety and even aesthetics and 

Howl's Moving Castle is no different. Well, a little bit different. Howl’s castle is a huge collection of gangly, 

industrial/animal parts. Nonetheless it has a purposeful if ungainly path and is the door to many worlds. Like 

its inhabitants, it is very interesting- just not altogether finished.  

 

Howl’s life’s work as a wizard is to fight the military machines as a wild bird. He meets Sophie when he 

rescues her from some soldiers, a rescue of supreme elegance but the chance encounter has dark 

repercussions. Sophie soon receives a visit from the old Wizard of the Waste. She sets off to the Wastes to 

find an escape from her predicament and in the process she finds Howl's castle. She re-meets Howl but is no 

longer the attractive young milliner. Sophie has been turned into an old woman. 
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If the traditional castle has had some tampering- the romantic story has had more. Wizard Howl is the softly 

spoken, romantic hero. A man of mystery, he weaves in and out on unknown missions. His words are few but 

authoritative. With exquisite clothes and capes, he an alluring enigmatic presence but his hair dye brings him 

undone. Howl is also subject to deep paralysing forces which are part hex, part his human condition. The 

young Sophie was attracted and the old Sophie remains so but Sophie’s age and role undermines the illusions 

of romantic tradition by an authentic loving atmosphere inside Howl’s castle in which all characters thrive.  

 

Also altered is the female principle of the romantic vision. Sophia may be attracted to Howl but she is not 

driven by Howl: she is driven to find an answer to her own predicament. The young inexperienced Sophie 

who has not yet met Howl, is already a strong entity.  She sits at her window doing beautiful fastidious work 

but is aware of the world outside her own, represented by her speculative interest in the disturbing horizon. 

Integrity is written in her straight centred back, her orderly braid, her balance and symmetry, given much 

prominence from long narrow shots.  The old and young Sophies convey strength and this is the strongest 

need in the castle-genuine love grounded in self-worth and integrity.  

 

Miyazaki rounds up his romantic theme with a small side show in the closing scenes. Turnip-head is kissed 

by Sophie and turns into a glamorous prince. The prince soon describes his hopes of wooing Sophie away 

with almost sublime indifference to the emotional depths of his recent stay. He may indeed be a turnip head.  

 

While love is a universal if camouflaged necessity, the aesthetic need is distinctively Japanese, a culture in 

which exquisite presentation permeates all life and art. In Miyazaki’s works, the aesthetic is a visual and 

emotional banquet that provides a sensory feast within a cerebral context. The utter pointlessness of war and 
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fantastical war machines is clear but so is their fascination- as is the parallel beauty of the worlds they can 

destroy. At the more personal level the putrid state of Howl’s castle hides the dysfunctional, hex beset 

inhabitants whose condition deprives them of the castle’s beauty. They need Sophie. Miyazaki uses the 

Cinderella tradition and Sophie sweeps and cleans and cooks till the underlying aesthetic and nourishing food 

values are revealed (even if she does bemoan her fate at times.) 

 

The value of work is unambiguous. The drudge work of Cinderella’s has developed immense value within an 

aesthetic, loving and kind environment. A conscientious work ethic is inseparable from Sophie the milliner 

and Sophie the cleaner; it is reaffirmed in Howl’s commitment to ending the war but his insecurities and hex 

driven state mean he is so dominated by his work as to be gradually and adversely transformed by it.   

 

The war might be over for a while, but undoubtedly needs to be fought at a deeper level. It needs the 

connection to more fundamental values. Miyazaki stirs the traditions of history, of romantic love, of 

women’s roles, of fairy tales, of visual landscape, of beauty, of colour. He allows these to weave and mingle 

till these enduring values become visible no matter the ‘semiotic density’ of the melange. (Cavallaro, 2007 

p160)  

 

*** 

Anime can be apocalyptic, carnival and elegiac. (Napier ix-xviii) Spirited Away pays great respect to 

traditional Japanese culture and could be elegiac if it weren’t so robust but the contemporary comment is 

unambiguous. The gross consumerism of 80’s Japanese society quickly turns two parents into pigs and the 

rivers gods contaminated with human detritus are dying. Nonetheless, 10 year shōjo Chihiro is not expected 

to carry the weight of Japanese or modern difficulties. Chihiro’s weight is a personal world bereft of 
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emotional, intellectual or aesthetic nourishment. The issues of consumerism and pollution are not a 

distraction exactly; they are of crucial importance but they show the aberrations. 

 

*** 

The story begins with a family driving on a freeway to a new home. Chihiro parents are less than appealing 

and Chihiro herself displays a self-centred, bored and irritating persona. Her father takes a short cut to the 

new home, drives in an extraordinary frightening manner and strides off in an abandoned theme park. His 

wife and Chihiro follow. The mother tells her daughter to stop clinging and both parents begin to eat 

enormous quantities of food in a magical restaurant and turn into pigs.  

 

Chihiro has thus ‘lost’ her (pig) parents but is rescued by Haku. She enters the magical world of the bath 

house.  

 

Food is a powerful symbol in Howl's Moving Castle. Food is family love but its role as spiritual nourishment 

has been corrupted in Spirited Away and the absent parents have to be replaced by Haku the river spirit with 

a simple dumpling in a beneto box.  

 

Chihiro is very frightened but the audience’s fear for Chihiro is moderated by their relief to be off the 

freeway and away from the parents yet Chihiro’s parents are neither cruel nor aggressive. They simply 

provide her with none of the (Miyazaki) essentials. The sterility of Chihiro’s old world is best shown by 

Chihiro’s father who can say of his fatherly role, there is nothing to worry about because “I am here and I 

have cash and credit cards.”  
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Leaving her old world to enter a new requires a great deal of courage and Chihiro begins to fade.  

 

One writer describes liminal traditions in relation to Spirited Away and Howl's Moving Castle. (Napier 169-

194, Miyazaki’s anime presents the tones, atmospheres and ambiguity of liminal states. Sophie’s subtle, back 

and forth age changes; her old but blooming, her young but wise manifestations and her changing hair colour 

suit the situation and show how age and youth can be arbitrary with some of each within us. Chihiro’s 

mounting invisibility is a great deal more ominous than Sophie’s age change. Sophie is never in danger of 

losing her identity. The creative focus on liminal states may also reflect modern, urban societies where 

people too can be unseen-particularly girls who may have been ‘unseen’ for millennia. Age is and issue of 

modern societies but particular the Japan of the 80’s.Chihiro’s abandonment calls on many reserves, hence 

her growing invisibility. Haku’s early pill is unpleasant but so are new journeys of independence.   

 

This film picks up the threads of traditional tales where a child enters an evil or distorted world but rises to 

the challenge and emerges the victor. Chihiro however, is not the well stimulated, loved and verbal Alice of 

Alice in Wonderland. Alice’s world is perverse but too silly or funny to frighten; Chihiro’s world is 

manifestly evil yet has an authenticity resting not too far beneath the surface.  

 

The bathhouse is a traditional Japanese institution. It evokes the warmth, security and companionship of a 

hearth. Chihiro’s bathhouse suggests the need for spiritual cleansing, the importance of work (in a society 

beset by unemployment) social nourishment, kindness and morality. These values may not come from the 

evil witch but are found in some supportive workers.  

The bathhouse cleans many pollutants and Chihiro is immersed in timeless Shinto values. The spirits may 

cause some disturbances but human looking creatures are doing real work and are happy. The witch may 
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exploit identities, but there is no suggestion from the workers that the work is too hard or shouldn’t be done. 

Some of the workers are especially kind and support Chihiro in an unsentimental manner. Others may talk of 

how she smells like a human but such insults can’t affect a Chihiro protected by the kindness of friends. 

 

The bathhouse world is real in other Miyazaki terms. The landscape, architecture and design vary from 

elaborate to frugal but the work places have the attractive and simple elements of Japanese design. Ethereal 

colours and arrangements add to the aesthetics of rivers and dragon and all nourish Chihiro’s spirit and ours.  

Love is a theme in all Miyazaki films but the love is one of complication and while Chihiro emerges from her 

immersion as an independent, loving, moral child, she still knows her parents. She still goes with her parents. 

 

Humans are cursed whether by warmongering, capitalism, a distorted sense of their own importance in the 

natural world and Miyazaki can’t take away the curse. He can remove the invisibility hex which disguises the 

timeless values which may start to offer a solution.  

 

 

 

                                                 
i
 A quote from Pixar's John Lasseter 


